Route Description Utrecht University

From Amsterdam (Schiphol Airport):
- Take the A2 motorway to Utrecht. Approaching the city, take the Utrecht Noord exit onto the N230. Follow the N230 and take the A27 exit.
- On the A27 motorway, follow the ‘De Uithof’ sign at the ‘Rijnsweerd’ intersection; this takes you onto the A28 motorway. On the A28, take the first exit marked ‘De Uithof’.

From The Hague / Rotterdam or Arnhem:
- Take the A12 motorway to Utrecht. On the A12, take the ‘Amersfoort’ exit onto the A27 motorway at the ‘Lunetten’ intersection. On the A27, follow the ‘De Uithof’ sign at the ‘Rijnsweerd’ intersection. On the A28, take the first exit to ‘De Uithof’.

From Hilversum or Breda:
- Take the A27 motorway to Utrecht. On the A27, take the ‘De Uithof’ exit onto the A28 at the ‘Rijnsweerd’ intersection.
- On the A28, take the first exit to ‘De Uithof’.

From Amersfoort or Zwolle:
- Take the A28 motorway to Utrecht. On the A28, take the ‘De Uithof’ exit (after the Zeist / Den Dolder exit)

From ‘s-Hertogenbosch and Eindhoven (Eindhoven Airport)
- Take the A2 motorway to Utrecht.
- On the A2, take the ‘Amersfoort’ exit to the A27 at the ‘Oudenrijn’ intersection.
- On the A27, take the ‘Amersfoort’ exit to the A28 at the ‘Lunetten’ intersection.
- On the A28, take the first exit to ‘De Uithof’.

You will enter De Uithof from the north via the ‘Universiteitsweg’ (University Road). On the University campus, the various buildings are clearly sign-posted.

Parking
Close to the Department of Equine Sciences there is paid parking available at P7 - Jenalaan.